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The Format

(Working) Title: A Life With Down
Genre:   Reality
Episodes:  Five
Length:   25 minutes per episode
Broadcasted:   On youtube
Date of creation: Wednesday November 8th 2017

A documentary about a familie that has a child with 
Down syndrome, and show what it’s like. It can be 
hard sometimes, but there are also good times. 
When people with down syndrome are on TV it always 
seems like they are funny and sweet and they can do 
a lot of things by themselves. And that is true, a lot of 
them can, but they never show the kids with Down 
that have anger issues or can’t talk or are a lot more to 
handle than the sweet, independent ones. 

I know a family that has a 10 year old little girl and 
they said they would love to see a show or documen-
tary made about what it can really be like, the good 
times, but the bad as well. 

That is why I have decided to create this.

A Life With Down 01. Introduction
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02. Short description

The story is about a family who have a 10 year girl with Down Syndrome. 
The parents tell the story about when they found out and how they have 
dealt with raising her to the girl she is today. Her siblings will also tell 
about their life with her. 

The characters will be the child with down syndrome and their family 
and friends. 

For the story I will be using the family with a child with Down that I 
personally know. I already asked and they would be happy to participate 
in making this documentary.
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The genre for the documentary series is Reality. It is real situations with 
real people. Most of it won’t be scripted, but some parts may have to be 
scripted in order to make the storyline of that episode compleet. 

The way I want to show it is like a reality series. You see them doing 
things, but also parts where they sit on a couch and talk to the camera. 
Take the tv series “modern family” for example, it’s a tv show shown as a 
reality series. They just live their lives, but also talk to the camera 
sometimes to talk about their feelings and situations.

I want to add in home video’s from years ago too, so the audience will 
they start to feel like they know these people. This way they get attached 
to the characters and want to continue watching more of their story.

03. Genre & Style

Returning elements in this docs-series will be the old home video’s, the 
couch talks and educational fact-cards that pop up on the screen from 
time to time each episode. 
The returning elements will make that all the episodes look like they be-
long together in a series. This will hopefully attract people who saw one 
episode to click on the next or another as well.

04. Returning elements 
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The series will be recorded at the house where the cast lives. It will also 
be recorded in their town and pretty much wherever they go is the filming 
location. 
For the couch talks there will be a certain decor and in one particular spot of 
the house. It will be like a confession couch, talking zone.   

I have included some pictures of the daily life. 

05. Decor / location

The docu-series will be distributed across youtube, next to that it will be promoted on 
social media on an account that will be made especially for the documentary. Not only 
will the documentary be promoted on these social media pages, pictures and updates 
will also be uploaded to them. This way the audience can connect even more to the 
family they are watching because they see them in their social media timelines as if 
they are acquaintances.

After the docu-series an event can be set up to raise money for organizations helping 
Down kids in need. For example the National Down Syndrome Society.

06. Media platforms / Marketing
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The reason why I think a documentary series like this is important to be 
made is because in today society Down Syndrome is not being accurate-
ly portrayed. It’s good that it’s a known concept, yet the only people with 
Down Syndrome we see on tv are the happy kids and the one’s that can 
do a  lot of thing by themselves. They are funny and cute and they can do 
anything. That is really nice to see, but it is not every child and person 
with Down Syndrome. 
They can also be moody, mean and can have trouble doing things by 
themselves. People with Down Syndrome are all individuals and they 
have it in different ways. 
My neighbors have a daughter. She is ten years old and has Down Syn-
drome. She can walk and bike and read letters, count and is good with 
an Ipad. She can’t speak. And because she can’t speak her parents want-
ed her to learn sign language. Right now she can speak sign language. 
All the kids are very different, but because tv shows only the “good’ ones 
I want to make a documentary about my neighbor kid and show all sides 
to having a child with Down. 

To make it more accurate I will incorporate parts that also include her 
classmates, this way the viewers will see the difference between all the 
kids. 

Another reason to make this series is because since a few years the NIPT 
test has been available in The Netherlands, this test can detect if your 
unborn child has Down Syndrome or not. This causes more people to 
abort their fetus when they find out they are having a handicapt child. 
In 2013, around 240 children with Down were born. In that year, 760 
women underwent an abortion. With the documentary I want to show 
that they are also worth it to live and convince people that having a child 
with Down Syndrome is not “bad”.

07. Creative accountability

The people that would watch this first are family’s that have a child with 
down syndrome, their relative’s will most likely watch it as well. From 
there they can share it and talk about it to other people. So my target 
audience will be: people that are associated with someone with down 
syndrome. 

Viewers are taken inside a life where raising a child goes a little different 
and is more difficult. They can see what real life is like for others. 

08. Target audience and USP

Using a few dslr (Canon 80d) camera’s and a good (Rode) mic to shoot 
everything. Premiere pro to edit. Using a tripod, and using a gimbal for 
handheld steady shots.

09. Production plan

Because the documentary will be a series of five episodes, I have decid-
ed to create a line up. This way each episode can be thrown intro this 
mold and come out as a new episode. The reason I want to format it, is 
because I can show what I want in each episode without having to write 
out all five episodes. 

10. Line up

Each episode will contain footage shot during the course of +/- one week

1. Home-video footage              00.00.30
2. Parents/sisters couch talk    00.00.30 00.01.00
3. Leader                          00.00.15 00.01.15
4. The whole episode, with couch and car talks  00.25.00 00.26.15
5. A professional (doctor/teacher etc.) speaking 00.01.45 00.28.00
6. 1 minute round Sign language    00.01.00 00.29.00
07.  Ending talk, with everyone on the couch 00.00.30 00.29.30
08.  Credits while some funny moments are shown  00.00.30 00.30.00
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11. Storyboard 

Opening shot (home footage) Couch talk (parents or siblings)

Leader - intro Content of the full episode (each episode different/ with 
couch talks and car rides etc.)



Credits 

Lorem ipsum dolor sit 

amet, consectetuer adipisc-

ing elit. Aenean commodo 

ligula eget dolor. Aenean 

massa. Cum sociis na-

toque penatibus et magnis 

dis parturient montes, na-

scetur
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A proffesional (doctor or teacher) talk for 1 minute 1 Minute of sign language related to that episode, by 
one of the sisters 

Final couch talk with whole family about this weeks ep Bloopers while the credits roll
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12. Style guide

Use of Logo:

With banner No banner Just the family

Use of colour:

#7fbeb5 #f4d7a7 #000000 #ffffff

Typography:

The Bullly 
For Logo and Titels Text

Source Serif Pro
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13. Ethics consideration form

Ethics is a continual process, ongoing discussion and understanding of 
empathy. It is one of the key issues in documentary filming. Ethics is 
taking responsebility. 
I could not find an ethics consideration form online, so I took a release 
form and modified it to be fitting for an ethics form for vulnerable people 
and childeren as well.

On the right hand side of this page I have included an ethical consent 
form, I have read several forms online and for my cast I have made this 
form. 

ETHICAL CONSENT FORM

Gaining ethical consents from candidates and their legal 
guardians

The following ehtical guidelines are generally followed when 
obtaining consent for childeren and vulnerable people to 
participate in a project:

- Guardians must be given sufficient information to allow 
them to decide wether or not they want their person in care 
to take part.

- The exact nature of how the person in question will be 
portrayed in the documentary will need to be disclosed to 
the guardian.

- A guardian needs to give their informed consent to have a 
candidate participate. Informed consent involves giving de-
tails written and verbal explanation to a candidate and their 
guardian to what exactly they are agreeing to. 

I confirm/do not confirm that _______________ (name of 
child) has consented and that their parent, guardian or other 
person with responsibilty for them has also consented, to 
photos or video footage taken of them while making this 
documentary and that they can be incluced in trusted online 
media.

   Signed,
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